
One man Lok Blok placement 

 

Fly solo the next time you build a lok blok wall. Use the Gater Grapple Lok Blok 

Manipulator.  

 

 The Gater Grapple Lok Blok manipulator gives you complete control when 

loading, unloading, installing, or placing 4000 pound concrete lok bloks. 

The hook hydraulically opens and spring closes.  When closed the hook 

mechanically locks and under load cannot be opened. 

 

After the hook is closed on the lok blok attaching point, the operator lowers the 

stabilizers.  With stabilizers down the operator can slew the lok blok from side to side, 

forty five degrees each way from center, tip it back and forth by using the bucket cylinder 

and rotate it a full, continuous three hundred and sixty degrees into any position  

 

All functions have lock valves so when the lok blok is in the desired angle or 

plane it will remain there until further input from the operator. 

 

After the lok blok is in position the operator releases stabilizers, slacks weight off 

the hook, opens hook, and returns to the lok blok pile for the next blok.  All operations 

require the excavator operator only; no outside help is needed, making for a much safer 

and more efficient workplace. 

 

The Lok Blok Manipulator is a certified lifting device requiring periodic 

recertification depending upon local regulations. 

 

 

 

 

 



The Gater Grapple Lok Blok Hook can pick up 4000 pound lok bloks and rotate 

them three hundred and sixty degrees continuously.  The Lok Blok Hook hydraulically 

opens and spring closes, when closed the hook mechanically locks and under load cannot 

be opened.  The Lok Blok Hook enables one operator to load, unload, install, and place 

4000 pound lok bloks with no outside help making for a safer and more efficient 

workplace. 

 

The operator positions hook over lok blok attaching point, opens and, then lowers 

hook to align with attaching point, the hook closes then the operator lifts the block.  The 

operator can then rotate block to suit the particular job and set down the block and 

unhook, unaided by outside help. 

 

The Lok Blok Hook is offered in three power models, hydraulic, 12/24 electrical, 

and 12/24 electric radio remote. 

 

The Gater Lok Blok Hook can be used on an excavator, forklift loader, zoom 

boom, hiab, crane, and overhead crane. 

 

The Lok Blok Hook is a certified lifting device requiring periodic recertification 

depending upon local regulations. 

 

  


